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Abstract— Digital watermarking is a way to keep the security
of digital data such as videos and images. Steganography is a
method to hide message or watermark into data in order to keep
it secret and avoid attention from others. In this study, an
application of video watermarking using steganography or using
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) method has been developed.
DCT is robust method, watermark still be safe even if it’s
attacked or edited. DCT is often used in compression of JPEG
image with transforming coefficient and then doing quantization
to reduce the size. Watermark is embedded into quantized
coefficient. Coefficients are divided into three frequency: low
frequency, middle frequency, and high frequency. Watermark
will be embedded using Koch Zhao algorithm where the
embedding is performed on middle frequency. After the
watermark is successfully embedded, it will be compared to
original video’s quality using PSNR parameter. The experiment
showed that watermarked videos have PSNR > 30 dB. The
weakness of DCT is against Gaussian Noise and the strength of
DCT is against compression. Application built on Android
platform because in the present era smartphone technology with
camera has been widely used by people and with video
watermarking our video will not be owned by others.
Keywords—watermark; DCT; Koch Zhao; robust; embedding;
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I. INTRODUCTION
The development and use of digital data in the form of
video is growing rapidly with computer. Furthermore, now it is
the era that everything becomes very easy to exchange or
distribute digital data, especially video whether using internetbased or not. But with the ease of access, making copyright
violations or misunderstanding due to the edited video may
occur. Therefore, the protection mechanism is required so that
the original digital data is not misused by others.
Digital watermarking is one of popular solutions to
maintain the security or authenticity of the data.
There are two methods of digital watermarking, fragile
watermarking or spatial domain, and robust watermarking or
frequency domain [1]. We can embed watermark with spatial
domain or frequency domain, but spatial domain is not robust
when the digital data is attacked by some noise. So, the
proposed method in this paper to keep watermark from any
attack and noise is robust watermarking, that is frequency
domain.
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is one of method that
belongs to robust watermarking. Generally, DCT is often used
in JPEG compression to reduce size of image [2]. DCT will
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produce coefficients to be used as a place of watermark
insertion. There are three kinds of frequencies in coefficients
generated by DCT, low frequency, middle frequency, and high
frequency. The place that used to embed watermark is middle
frequency because in this frequency watermark will be safe and
its process will not change the object or digital data too much
[3]. Koch Zhao algorithm is one of technique that works on
DCT method, it will embed watermark in middle frequency in
DCT coefficient [4].
Several studies have been conducted on video
watermarking using robust or frequency domain method
[5][6][7]. The difference is the method that used in those
studies. There is a research on video watermarking using
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) combined with DCT [5].
Another research used combination of Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD), DWT, and Angular transform method
[6]. But essentially all of their researches are applications built
on Desktop platform. Meanwhile there is almost no research
about video watermarking with robust watermarking on
Android platform.
II. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPT
A. Color Representation
There are many color representations in digital data image
and video such as RGB, YUV, or YIQ [8]. Those types can be
used as place of watermark, but in this paper we will use RGB
color representation because Android Studio has library to
access that color representation. YUV and YIQ also can be
used but need to be converted by some equations and it also
needs more process.
B. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
Discrete Cosine Transform was first introduced in 1974
that can be used in the area of digital processing [11]. DCT is
very suitable method and often used for compression file
JPEG [2]. DCT is a lossy compression scheme where block
8x8 are transformed from spatial domain into cosine signal
domain. Block 8x8 after transformed is usually named as
coefficient of DCT. Coefficient of DCT is divided into 3
frequency areas. Fig. 1 shows the area of coefficient DCT.

Figure 2. System Description

Figure 1. Area Frequency of Coefficient DCT
Low frequencies are most important value. It is located in
the top-left corner. If watermark is embedded in this area, the
watermark will be robust and safe but quality of video will
decrease significantly. High frequencies are least important
value and located in bottom-right corner. If watermark is
embedded in this area, the quality of video will not change too
much but the watermark will be vulnerable if data is attacked
[7]. In this paper watermark will be embedded into middle
frequency, called Koch Zhao algorithm. In that case it will
ensure hiding information in the signal domain that is less
essential for the human visual system and the information will
not be distorted by JPEG compression with low ratios of
compression [12].
C. Android Platform
Android is an operating system developed by Google
companies that has open source license so development can be
done freely. Android operating system is developed on Linux
Kernel that supports various types of electronic devices such
as smartphones, tablets, smartwatch, and others [9]. Tools for
Android application development is Android Studio.
Application development on the Android platform initially
only uses Java Native, but now it can be developed using
C/C++ language by utilizing NDK (Native Development Kit),
and recently there has been a development of React Native.
Android has a variety of versions from the first version of
Froyo until now the latest is Nougat. The version is very
important to know when developing Android application
because the latest version sometimes have features and
libraries that do not support the previous version.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
There are many researches that have been conducted on
video watermarking, but the difference is the method used and
how they embed watermark into video. Fig. 2 shows overview
of system to be used in this paper.

At first, video file to be embedded by watermark is opened
with Android mobile. Then the video will be processed using
watermarking method. When the process is complete, the
system will return watermarked video. Process watermarking
will be explained below.
A. Embedding Algorithm
1) Video Splitting
Video is a collection of images. To embed watermark into
video, the first step is to split video into images and access the
images one by one. Video is split into frames and audio using
library Ffmpeg for Android. Ffmpeg can detect fps from video
so when it merges images back it will look like original video.
Video is split into .png format images because .png is
lossless format. It means .png format will produce more DCT
coefficient than compressed image formats. We can also
choose .jpeg format when splitting video and it will take fewer
memory storage because .jpeg is compressed image format
[2]. But in .jpeg format, it will be hard to find DCT coefficient
and it will take a long process time in embedding.
Ffmpeg command to split the video into images can be
seen below:
“ffmpeg ‐i VIDEO_LOCATION ‐r 24 ‐q:v
/storage/emulated/0/images/pic%03d.png”
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Ffmpeg command to extract audio from video can be seen
below:
“ffmpeg ‐i VIDEO_LOCATION ‐vn ‐ar 44100 ‐ac 2
‐ab 192 ‐f mp3 /storage/emulated/0/audio/
audio.mp3"
2) DCT Transformation
After video is successfully split, the next step is to process
images one by one to embed watermark. In the process, get
8x8 pixel block from image because DCT works on matrix
with size 8x8 [2]. The block contains value of RGB but in
practice we can choose one component of it, for example
value of Red. In Android Studio, we can use Bitmap
Android Library and get the value of RGB with function
getPixel(). Fig. 3 show the example of getting 8x8 block
from image [10].

Figure 3. Get Block 8x8 from Image
Assume that block is named original and contains value
like matrix below:
3) Quantization
In JPEG compression, quantization means to reduce image
file size depending value of constant used [2]. The higher
constant level used, the stronger compression level on file. In
watermarking, we will embed watermark on quantized blocks.
Quantization process is DCT coefficient matrix divided by
constant value and then round it. Equation to calculate
quantized block can be seen below:
At first, subtract original matrix with 128 to convert that
into cosinus signal. The result can be seen below as matrix M:

After that we can transform matrix M into DCT coefficients
with some processes. Transform matrix M using equation
below:

(2)
Frequently used constant value is constant level 50. Value
constant level 50 can be seen below:

The result of quantization process of the matrix D by value
constant Q50 can be seen below as matrix C:

(1)
With:

And the result is matrix D:

4) Embedding Process
After quantization process and got matrix C, embedding
watermark will be performed on middle frequency based on
Fig. 1. Generally, Koch Zhao is method of inserting
watermark into middle frequency. And technically for its

insertion there are several ways to embed watermark into
digital data. In this paper watermark will be embedded using
LSB technique.
Before that, watermark is generated using library Random
Java on Android to get 100 bitstream 0 and 1. Watermark will
be embedded into value that produce not 0 on matrix C, if
value is 0 so embedding process on that position will be
skipped and continue to next position. For example:
- First watermark bitstream is 0.
- Find value of bit on each pixel using Integer Java
Library
on
Android
or
Integer.toBinaryString(value).
- Based on Fig. 1 middle frequency on matrix C is in
position (3, 0) with center (0, 0) in top-left corner.
Value in matrix position (3, 0) is 1, and its bit
representation is also (1). Another example, if the
value is 2, its bit representation is (10), 3 is (11), etc.
- Embed watermark with LSB. Watermark 0 should be
embedded with changing bit on value 1. So, value of 1
will change into 2 because in bit representation it will
return (10) and watermark 0 successfully embedded.
- Last step is to update new value in matrix C as C’ with
Integer
Library
Interger.parseInt(
string_bit, 2). Value of 2 means convert from
Binary format.

5) Inverse DCT
After watermark successfully embedded, we should be
turn it back into value of RGB with Inverse DCT. Before that,
matrix C’ should be dequantized with constant value with
equation below:
(3)

B. Extracting Algorithm
Extracting process is a process to get watermark that
already embedded in video. The extraction process steps are
not much different with embedding process. First, get 8x8
block from image using Color Library on Android and
transform into DCT coefficients with eq. 1 then quantize with
the same constant that used when embedding, Q50. After
quantization, matrix C’ will be produced and the value of
matrix should be same when embedding process succeed. Get
watermark using LSB method on the same position when
embedding process based on Fig.1. Iterate all blocks in each
image until we get all watermark.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Functional Testing
Three videos with different duration and different
resolution have been tested. This test aims to ensure
application runs without problems and then compare
watermarked video to original video using PSNR parameter.
Generally, PSNR equation can be seen below:
(5)
But in library Ffmpeg already provides command to
compare and get value of PSNR, so to compare two videos we
will use the command below:
“ffmpeg
‐i
watermarked_video.mp4
‐i
original_video.mp4
‐filter_complex
"psnr"
output.mp4”
Table 1. Test Case 1
Video 1

And then transform matrix D’ with equation IDCT below:

(4)
After apply that equation we will get new value of RGB
and then set back to image using Bitmap Android
Library with function setPixel(). Iterate process until all
watermark successfully embedded.
6) Combine into Video
The final step in embedding process is to combine all
images and audio into video again with the same fps, duration,
and resolution. Same as splitting process, this process is done
using library Ffmpeg for Android. Command to combine
images and audio into video can be seen below:
“ffmpeg ‐f image2 ‐framerate 24 ‐i /storage/
emulated/0/images/pic%03d.png
‐i
/storage/
emulated/0/audio/audio.mp3 ‐c:v libx264 ‐
profile:v high444 ‐refs 16 ‐crf 0 ‐qp 0 ‐f
mp4 /storage/emulated/0/result/output.mp4”

Watermark ori
01011111100000000001
01111011000000010111
01101110000010111111
00010000001100001111
01110001001011111111
Duration
Size
Resolution
Time embedding
Time extracting
PSNR
Accuracy

Watermark extracted
01011111100000000001
01111011000000010111
01101110000010111111
00010000001100001111
01110001001011111111
00:04
7.72 MB
720x720
126.35 s
40.24 s
35.561321 dB
100%

Table 2. Test Case 2
Video 2

Type of
attack
Adding
object

Watermark ori
10011111101010000001
11011110011111100010
01000111011101100000
00101011000111011001
10000001000111110001
Duration
Size
Resolution
Time embedding
Time extracting
PSNR
Accuracy

Watermark extracted
10011111101010000001
11011110011111100010
01000111011101100000
00111111011111110110
11111111011111000000
00:30
59.6 MB
854x480
137.256 s
36.221 s
34.590816 dB
80%

Table 4. Type of Attacks
Attack
Result
rate

Accuracy

-

100%

Gaussian
Noise

20%

51%

Change
Brightness

0.1

100%

Change
Contrast

1.3

97%

Cropping

-

100%

Table 3. Test Case 3
Video 3

Watermark ori
10101111110101101010
10000101011111011011
00100011011101010111
10001001000111011101
10000110101010000000
Duration
Size
Resolution
Time embedding
Time extracting
PSNR
Accuracy

Watermark extracted
10111111110101111010
10001111111111011011
00100011011101010111
10001001000111011101
10000110101010000000
00:58
25.2 MB
240x240
151.152 s
10.156 s
31.755172 dB
95%

B. Robustness Testing
Several attacks have been selected to test robustness of
watermark. Those attacks are adding object on video, gaussian
noise, changing brightness and contrast, cropping, and
compression. Table. 4 shows the detail of testing and its
accuracy for one test video.

97%

Compression

crf 5

3.42 MB

Compression

crf 10

2.10 MB

77%

Compression

crf 23

1.22 MB

63%

Compression

crf 30

494 KB

-

Based on functionality testing, we got that watermark has
been embedded without any problems and the result getting
PSNR > 30 dB for all test case videos. It means the videos are
still good and the difference is not visible.
Next, based on robustness testing, DCT method is robust
for several attacks like adding object, changing brightness,
contrast, and cropping because the accuracy is almost 100%.
The result of compression attack depending on level constant
rate factor (crf), accuracy is still good when crf is less or equal
to 10. The weakness of DCT is not robust against gaussian
noise because the result shows that at level 20% the accuracy
of watermark is 51%.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The insertion and extraction of watermarks on a video
using the DCT method on the Android platform is selecting an
8x8 block RGB on images of the video using Android's library
Color. The quality of the watermarked video is considered as
good if PSNR reaches > 30 dB. The weakness of DCT is
against Gaussian Noise and the strength of DCT is against
compression.
There are still room for improvements and this research
can be developed further. In future works, performance of
DCT algorithm could be improved by using Strassen
algorithm for DCT transform process. Also, there are bugs that
cannot be handled by Android and Ffmpeg Library where
value of result matrix produces RGB more than 255 or less
than 0. Bitmap Library on Android just handle value 0-255 so
if result value is not on its range, information will be lost
because the value will be forced to nearest value whether 0 or
255. Solution already found is that we store value on Alpha
channel, but unfortunately the Ffmpeg Library doesn’t support
Alpha channel when combining images into video.
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